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DermalEase

Introducing  
DermalEase
Dual support for  
healthy, nourished  
and hydrated skin.

Contains the novel  
ingredients Biosfeen  
and Dermial.

Dermatology Products
DermalEase is available in two topical formulations –  
DermalEase Drops and DermalEase Mousse. 

Directions for use:

Apply one pipette per week for  
4–8 weeks or as required. (For areas of the skin needing 
extra support, DermalEase drops may be applied twice 
weekly.) Apply the contents of the pipette directly to 
the dog or cat’s skin, parting the fur if necessary.

DermalEase Drops 
For focal discrete skin areas.

Directions for use:

Apply twice weekly, for a minimum of  
4 weeks, then drop down to once weekly 
application. Use for as long as considered 
necessary. Apply the mousse directly to 
the dog or cat’s skin, parting the fur if 
necessary. Gently spread the mousse over 
the application area until fully dispersed.

DermalEase Mousse

For larger, more diffuse skin areas.

Application guidance 

•  Apply to clean, dry areas and leave a minimum of 48 hours 
until bathing. Once applied, prevent the animal from licking  
the area until dry.

•  Avoid contact with the eyes, mucous membranes,  
mouth and other sensitive areas.

•  DermalEase is suitable for use alone or alongside other products. 

Dermatology

For Dogs and Cats
DermalEase

Dual support for healthy,  
nourished and hydrated skin. 



Dual support for healthy, nourished and hydrated skinDermalEase

DermalEase

DermalEase acts to support healthy, nourished and  
hydrated skin so that dogs and cats can enjoy a happy, 
healthy life. DermalEase contains two key ingredients  
to provide dual-support for both layers of the skin:

Biosfeen® 

A sphingolipid extract which is an important 
component naturally present in the waterproof lipid 
matrix of the epidermis, supporting a healthy skin 
barrier and normal skin hydration levels.

Dermial® 

A hyaluronic acid based extract which 
supports the dermis, helping the  
skin to maintain normal structure,  
elasticity and hydration levels. 

Dermial
Supporting a healthy 
dermis and normal  

skin hydration

Biosfeen
Supporting healthy  
epidermal barrier 

formation

The Skin

The skin covers the entire outside of the body making  

it the body’s largest organ. It has the very important  

job of acting as a barrier, preventing substances in  

the environment from entering the body, whilst also 

acting to reduce water loss. The skin is made up of 

several layers, each with a specific function.

The epidermis describes the outermost layer  

of skin which is the part that comes into contact  

with the outside world. The epidermis consists of 

multiple layers of specialised cells that are closely  

arranged and held tightly together by a substance  

made up of waterproof fat molecules (known as  

the lipid matrix). This highly organised layer of  

cells, along with the lipid matrix, enables the  

skin to act as a protective, waterproof barrier.

The dermis is the deepest skin layer containing blood 

vessels, nerve endings and hair follicles. It is responsible 

for providing nutrients to the skin via the blood vessels 

and feeding back sensory (touch and temperature) 

information to the brain via the nerves. The dermis  

also helps to maintain skin hydration and is the layer  

that provides the skin with its resilient structure and 

natural elasticity.
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